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Abstract
Nowadays the security of the design is so important because of the different
available attacks to the system. the main aim of this paper is to improve the
security of the circuit design implemented on FPGA device. Two approaches
are proposed for this purpose. The first is to fill out empty space using
flip-flops and LUTs so that there is no available space for inserting a hardware
Trojan. We name this filling structure as Gate-chain. The second approach
increases the security of the implemented design by identifying the low
observable/controllable points of the main design and wiring them to the
unused ports or the pre-designed Gate-chains. The proposed solutions not only
prevent Trojan insertion but also increase the Trojan detection capabilities.
Simulation results on Xilinx devices implementing different benchmarks show
that the proposed method incurs dynamic power overhead just in test mode
with less than one percent of delay overhead for critical path in normal mode.
c 2020 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

urrent Field programmable gate array (FPGA)
C
devices are well suited for a wide variety of applications, ranging from data processing and cryptography to communication and industrial automation applications. Using FPGA platform for the implementation of the Internet of Thing (IoT) applications is a
hot topic, which has attracted much attention in recent years [1]. The security of IoT devices is one of the
main issues that need to be concerned with spreading
IoT applications. Therefore, recent literature focuses
on securing FPGA-based platform.
To analyze the hardware security of FPGA device,
we need to consider its whole lifecycle from design
∗ Corresponding author.
Email addresses: mlabaf@eng.ui.ac.ir,
etemadi@eng.ui.ac.ir, r.saeidi@itrc.ac.ir.com
ISSN: 2008-2045 c 2020 ISC. All rights reserved.

concept to validation testing. This lifecycle contains
two main flows: manufacturing and application design flow. The manufacturing flow of the FPGA devices is the same as the IC manufacturing of any other
semiconductor devices. The globalization of this flow
for lower costs and gaining more access to the latest
technologies has significantly increased the probability of hardware Trojan (HT) attack. Hardware Trojan is a malicious modification of ICs for leaking secret information or malfunctioning of the final application. These type of attacks are not limited to
manufacturing design flow but also can threaten the
application design flow. In application design flow, a
designer uses FPGA vendor implementation tools, libraries, and the hardware configuration file to generate the bitstream file. This file can be accessed and
modified for partial reconfiguration in order to save
cost and decrease the time to market of products [2].
In addition, this reconfiguration has two security aspects, one for attackers and one for a wise designer. An
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attacker can manipulate the bitstream in a stealthy
manner for malicious modification. It is not possible
for the foundry or design house to predict this type
of attack and prevent it [3]. On the other hand, a
wise designer can use this flexibility as an opportunity
to provide more security features against hardware
Trojan attack. Similar to the first aspect of the security, since these features are added in the application
design phase, the end user can bypass the potential
threat. These security features can also be used for
hardware Trojan detection and prevention, which is
the main aim of this paper.
The generated bitstream in application design flow
is either programmed directly in antifuses and flash
memory cells or loaded in external non-volatile memory (in SRAM based FPGAs). The later one needs a
communication channel for programming the FPGA,
which can be used by an attacker to leak bitstream
information [4]. The bitstream contains all information of a design, for example, the list of used resources
and how they are connected and configured. In this
way, the attacker can launch a more ingenious attack,
which is not comparable with those that can be made
in Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs).
Therefore, the bitstream opens a new battlefront in
the circuit design area, and its influence range is increasing by spreading IoT technologies. This security
issue has promoted the researchers to work on HTHs
(Hardware Trojan Horses) prevention and detection
methods [5–9]. In this paper, we strengthen the secure design in [10] which was secured against hardware Trojan horses inserted in unused space by filling them with change-aware gates. Paper [10] just
considered the Trojans which are inserted in unused
space but in this paper we consider all types of HTHs
which are inserted in unused space or change the content of used resources to be implemented. We analyze
the used resources to explore the critical points and
implement certain circuits in free spaces to improve
the controllability and observability of these points.
Same as [10], we have two functional modes for design, including normal mode, in which just the main
design is active and test mode, in which the filled
unused space is active. Since the added gates to the
main design are only activated during the test mode,
they incur low energy overhead. Moreover, due to using design checkpoint and Tool Commend Language
(TCL) instruction, the critical path of the main design will change with overhead less than %1. The contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1. Prevention of hardware Trojan insertion by manipulating the LUTs of the main circuit and unused
resources. 2. Detection of hardware Trojan insertion
in vulnerable (critical) points of the main design and
unused resources. The rest of the paper is organized
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as follows. In Section 2, we review the related work in
recent years. Section 3 describes the proposed method
for securing the FPGA design against HTHs insertion. In Section 4, we present the simulation results
and benefits of our scheme; and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Hardware Trojans are malicious circuits that are inserted into the system to change the performance
or functionality of the design. Sometimes this malicious circuit is designed for information leakage without modifying the system specification. Various methods have been proposed recently to detect or prevent the insertion of a hardware Trojan. There are
papers that propose methods to prevent attacking
the system. Some are based on some kind of obfuscation. In this technique, the design is obscure, and
therefore the attacker cannot analyze the circuit to
manipulate the design. Moreover, eavesdropping may
not be effective because the validity of the outputs
depends on the correct key insertion, which is hidden from the attacker [2]. Using evolutionary algorithm(EA) can be helpful to prevent and detect HTHs
in circuit [11]. Balancing the activity of the different regions of the design and increasing the testability of internal nodes are effective methods for securing design against power analyzing attacks and
the attacks that use the rare event for triggering the
hardware Trojan. These methods are named logic encryption [12]. The suggested methods in [13] provide secure design methods to increase the cost of
attack by inserting security-path in FPGAs. When
the attack is discovered by security-paths and inserted XOR gate, the normal data flow is obfuscated
and the circuit is blocked. Trojan detection methods can be categorized into three groups: visual detection methods, side-channel analysis, and logicalbased testing. Observation-based methods examine
various snapshots of the design, for example, X-ray
imaging and microscope scanning, to detect suspicious region for Trojan. These expensive methods are
time-consuming and not sufficiently precise [14, 15]
to detect expertly inserted Trojans. The second type
of detection methods analyzes the output parameters of the circuit and their changes to detect the
unusual behavior of the circuit. These parameters
include power consumption, supply current, voltage
variation, path delay, and electromagnetic radiation
[9, 15]. In paper [16][16], a new DFT methodology is proposed in which special test-vector generated to rise the transition of low controllable nets to
the Maximum Transition Probability (MTP) and increase the full activation time and side channel sensitivity for both logic testing and side channel detection approaches. In the third detection method, the
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existence of a Trojan is examined by giving different input patterns, checking the output, and comparing the generated outputs with the expected outputs [17]. Paper [18], proposed reconfigurable assertion checkers (RACs) for hardware Trojan detection on a system-on-chip (SoC). In this paper, flexible RAC architecture is developed to implement different types of assertions. The methods mentioned
above can apply to both FPGA and ASIC designs.
Since the final design on FPGA is completed by the
bitstream, several methods have been proposed to secure design in this last step, such as ambiguity or use
of the Adapted Triple Modular Redundancy (ATMR)
structure [15]. Despite the popularity of these methods for securing the FPGA designs, the main challenge of implemented circuits on FPGA is the unused free space. In order to have an optimal routing
and placement during FPGA programming process,
the designers usually use only %60 of the available
resources in the FPGA platform. This unused space
introduces security vulnerability in the system. The
proposed method in [19] mitigates the vulnerability
of the unused spaces by filling them with Ring Oscillator(RO). The frequency of these RO modules depend on their location, length, and circuit characteristics; therefore, adding or modifying anything near
their location may lead to a frequency deviation. The
designer can use this sensitivity to detect a Trojan.
This structure detect insertion of HTHs and does not
fill all empty spaces, and finally cannot prevent the insertion of hardware Trojan. In [20], all unused space
is filled with the Built-in self-authentication (BISA)
structure and appropriate modules to fit in empty
space. Using this structure, the signature is generated
in the output of the filled sections, in which, inserting
any Trojan will change this signature. Because of the
certain structure of the BISA, this signature is constant for each test pattern; therefore, an attacker can
deliberately insert a Trojan in unused space and regenerate the expected signature. This BISA structure
cannot protect the LUTs of the main circuit against
Trojan insertion and only fills out the empty space.
The proposed method in [21] attempts to fill the unused space of an ASIC design by using shift registers
and appropriate modules to fit in the empty space.
The output of the added circuits depends on the input of the shifter registers. This method provides a
better security feature for preventing Trojan insertion because it uses the shift register structure rather
than the BISA structure, which can be threatened
by a structure-aware attacker. Nevertheless, this article is about preventing and detecting Trojan insertion in the empty space and does not provide any
capability for securing the main design against Trojan insertion The proposed method in [22] fills the
unused space with constant data information to pre-

vent Trojan insertion. To this end, these codes are
added to the Xilinx Design Language(XDL) output
file, which is generated during synthesis and implementation steps to completely consume all resources
of the FPFA. However, the attacker can distinguish
the main design from the manually filled space by
using reverse engineering tools and analyzing fixedvalue cells. These tools extract the bitstream from the
external memory of the FPGA and utilize it to recover the XDL or netlist file [23, 24]. In this way, the
dummy cells can be replaced by the desired hardware
Trojan without changing the main circuit. Moreover,
author in [22][23] does not propose any solution to
prevent tampering of fixed-value information circuit
or detect hardware Trojan insertion in the main design space. In addition to these issues, working with
the XDL file is not user-friendly as the Verilog coding.
Filling unused space is a common method to prevent and sometimes detect the hardware Trojan insertion in the implemented design. In the previous
methods, after filling unused space, the design is still
vulnerable against HTHs insertion in the main design
or unused space without any feedback to detect them.
In this paper we improve our secure design in [10]
by suggesting the design against all HTHs inserted in
unused space and used space in main design.
We update the security of the design in FPGA by
combining two methods, which include both removing unsecure points in main design and filling unused
space, but [10] and [22] just secure the design by
filling unused space.
In the next Section, we will present a new scheme
for prevention and detection of HTHs in both original design and unused spaces of FPGAs without any
alteration in main design parameters like delay and
power consumption. The proposed structure uses a
kind of modified Ring Oscillator(RO), which increases
the prevention and detection capability of the design. Table (1) shows the comparison of the proposed
method by the other related explained papers.

3

The Proposed Scheme for
Hardware Trojan Prevention and
Detection

Look Up Tables (LUTs) and Flip-Flops (FFs) are
the most common types of resources on FPGAs. Although today’s FPGAs have other more specialized
programmable function units, in this article we only
focus on securing the LUT and FF resources, which
are the fundamental reconfigurable blocks of the design. If the designer can use all LUTs and FFs resources on FPGA to implement the circuit, no free
space is left for an attacker to insert the desired Trojan. In this case, the attacker may change the func-
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Table 1. Comparison of the different methods for prevention/detection of HTH insertion by filling unused space
method

hardware

[19]

FPGA

[20]

ASIC

[21]

ASIC

pros

cons

-Prevention by partial filling of unused space
-Degradation of main design parameters

-Sensitive to process variation

-Prevention by filling all unused space

-No detection with weak feedback

-No degradation to main design parameters

-No detection of HTH insertion by
main design modification

-Prevention by filling all unused space

-No detection of HTH insertion by
main design modification

-Detection by strong feedback
-No degradation to main design parameters
[22]

[10]

FPGA

FPGA

-Prevention by filling all unused space

-No detection because of no feedback

-No degradation to main design parameters

-No detection of HTH insertion by
main design modification

-Prevention by filling all unused space

-No detection of HTHs insertion by
main design modification

-Detection by strong feedback
-No degradation to main design parameters
-user friendly
proposed
method

FPGA

-user friendly
-No degradation to main design

- nothing-

-Detection by strong feedback
-Prevention by routing unsecured points of main
design to chain or unused port
-Prevention by filling all unused space

tionality of the used LUTs for a denial-of-service attack. To prevent this type of attack, the designer
should analyse the internal nodes of the design to
identify and secure the potential sites of attack. In
this Section, we explain the proposed method to detect and prevent the insertion of these two types of
HTHs: manipulating the used resources of the main
design or exploiting the unused LUTs and FFs. This
proposed method contains two phases to secure the
FPGA. In the first phase, we fill out all unused LUTs
and FFs, similar to our contribution in [10] to prevent
HTHs in empty space. In the second phase, we focus
on securing the main design and mitigate its vulnerabilities by increasing the testability of the critical
points, which is our continuation in this paper. In the
proposed scheme, we also utilize the unused spaces
to improve the testability of the unsecured points in
the main design and hence decrease the probability
of HTHs insertion. The number of possible wires and
routing between logic resources is much more than
the number of logic resources. Despite that, if there
are some logic resources without any possible routing, it is also a limitation for the attacker to rout and
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implement the HTHs properly in design. This limitation is worse for the attacker because he/she needs to
insert the Trojan stealthily. Fig. (1) shows the flow
diagram of the proposed scheme in six steps, which is
described as follows.
3.1

Step One

The first step is to synthesize the main design,
which is still unprotected. Next step is finding the
unsecured points of the implemented design. One
kind of the unsecured potential sites for hardware
attacks and insertion of Functional Trojans is low
observable/controllable points in the main design.
The points near the primary outputs have high observability, and the points near the primary inputs
have high controllability. Our criterion for selecting
ponts for securing is based on paper [6] in which
the points in the middle of the paths are far from
the input/output ports, so they have low testability
(i.e., low observability/controllability) especially on
the long path. Moreover, the other parameters like
slack time, rare signal or trigger probability of the
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3.4

Step Four

After implementing the original circuit, a number of
LUTs and FFs are left unused on FPGA. In fourth
step, we fill out these resources with a chain of logic
gates and shift registers same as [10]. First, we utilize all LUTs and a number of FFs to make the chains.
In the proposed method, LUTs have higher priority
than the FFs, because they are the functional units of
the FPGA and the adversary needs to exploit them
to run an attack. Since the number of FFs are usually
more than the number of LUTs, some FFs may remain unused. Therefore, we utilize them in shift register structures to make sure there is no free space for
Trojan insertion. Fig. (2) shows how to use the mentioned resources in each structure, in which the Gatechain structures contain FFs and LUTs and the shift
registers only consist of FFs. As mentioned in [10],
Gate-chain can consist of different and random type
of gates with different feedbacks from other parts of
the chain. This capability improves the strength of
output signature in comparison with the NOT-chain
that only uses the NOT gates.
3.5

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the proposed scheme for HTHs
prevention and detection in FPGAs

point are usually used for determining these critical
points [5, 25–27]. It is noteworthy that increasing
testability of these points improves the security of
the whole system. In this step designer can select the
unsecured points according to his/her goal.
3.2

Step Two

In the second step, we consider different paths in the
main design, which are reported by Vivado after implementation process. We used Vivado to mark the
middle of the longest paths in the schematic view of
the design to secure them in the next steps of the proposed method. The number of marked points depends
on the level of security that the designer determines.
3.3

Step Three

In the third step, we save current "place and route"
by using "write-checkpoint" instruction in TCL section in Vivado. Using this design checkpoint as a constraint, Vivado saves all critical paths and specification of the main design.

Step Five

In the fifth step, after inserting Gate-chains and shift
registers in the HDL codes of the main design, the
EDIF file is generated from the final implementation.
In this step, the implementation setting must be configured using the saved checkpoint in the third step.
This scheme can prevent HTHs insertion (e.g., adding
extra gates to design) as no free space is left on FPGA.
3.6

Step Six

In the last step, we route the marked unsecured points
to the unused ports. Since the number of unused
I/O ports is limited, we can route the remaining unsecured points to the inputs of the gates in Gatechain. Both routing methods increase the controllability/observability and thus monitoring capability of
the points. Fig. (2) shows the schematic view of this
protection scheme. Steps 2 and 6 are the added steps
by our proposed method in this paper in comparison to [10]. It is noteworthy to mention that defining new ports in the sixth step can be done using
TCL command “create-(port/pin/net)”. Routing unsecured points to unused ports or to the Gate-chain
is available by TCL command “connect-(port/net)”.
These instructions directly change the final netlist to
secure the design. The total number of routing from
unsecured points to unused ports or Gate-chain is
flexible.
The proposed design has two operating modes: normal mode and test mode. In normal mode, only the
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Figure 3. Resource utilization in s38417 design before filling
the unused space
Figure 2. Schematic view of the proposed method

original design is executing, and its clock entry is activated. In this way, the design parameters will remain
unchanged and the circuit is functioning in normal
operation except the delay overhead of the critical
path which is increased less than %1. In test mode,
only the shift register and the Gate-chain are enabled.
In addition, some inputs of the main design must be
active for enabling and testing the routed points to
Gate-chain. In this mode, we can check if any HTH
is inserted in unused space, which is now filled by
Gate-chain. This mode has also the capability of the
HTH detection in main design by monitoring the low
testable points.

4

Simulation of the Proposed
Method: Attack and Results

In this section, we explain the simulation results of
our proposed method in the described phases. We
synthesize and implement the proposed design using
Vivado design suit 2018.2. AES, DES and SHA cryptography codes from Cookbook benchmark [28] and
s38417 code from ISCAS98 benchmark are used as
samples of high-performance computing algorithms.
I2C and SPI are used from the IWLS benchmark circuit as samples of simple code [29] to show the efficiency of the proposed method for both small and
large code sizes. After implementing s38417 code in
Fig. (3), a checkpoint is saved from the design. Remaining unused LUTs and FFs specify the size of the
Gate-chain and the shift register. The HDL code of
these two structures is added to the main code to fill
all resources. Fig. (4) shows the implementation result
of s38417 code on FPGA after the first phase security
procedure (i.e., filling the unused space). As can be
seen in this figure, all free resources of the FPGA is
completely filled using the proposed method.
Since we use checkpoint to save the constraint of
the main design, adding shift register and Gate-chain
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Figure 4. Resource utilization in s38417 design after filling
the unused space

will not modify the parameters of the main design.
As mentioned before, the proposed method has two
operation modes : normal mode and test mode which
should be considered for circuit implementation. For
this purpose, the Clock input of the main design and
the Clock input of the added design should never pulse
simultaneously. In normal mode, only the main design
is clocked and in test mode, just the Gate-chain
and the shift register are clocked. We consider
two different time constraints for implementing the
main design and added structure, which are equal to
(T=10ns) and (T=2ns), respectively. Table (2) shows
the implementation results of the first phase of the
implemented secure procedure on xa7a15tcpg2362I or xa7a12tcsg325-2I device. According to these
results, we can utilize all resources to protect the
system against HTHs insertion which is also verified
in [10].
In FPGAs, static power is always fixed in FPGA,
but dynamic power depends on the number of resource consumption, clock period, and switching activity [22, 30]. Table (2) shows the usability of our
method for different design sizes. The obtained results
in Table (2) confirms this fact, in which static power
is fixed and dynamic power is varied for each design.
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Table 2. simulation results
unprotected design
benchmark used used used

energy

protected design
used used energy in normal mode energy in test mode dyn Power (unprotected)/(protected)

I/O LUT FF dyn+static FF LUT

dyn+static

dyn+static

overhead

dyn energy

SHA

69% 19% 10% 0.06+0.008 100% 100%

0.06+0.008

0.06+0.08

0.79

10

AES

67% 42% 19% 0.06+0.02 100% 100%

0.06+0.02

0.06+0.09

0.07

5

DES

77% 17% 10% 0.06+0.14 100% 100%

0.06+0.14

0.06+0.18

0.04

1.5

s38417

90% 26% 10% 0.06+0.07 100% 100%

0.06+0.07

0.06+0.08

0.01

1.5

SPI

43% 5% 1% 0.07+0.06 100% 100%

0.06+0.06

0.06+0.62

0.6

10

The power consumption of the protected design in
normal mode is same as the power consumption of
the unprotected design because in both of them the
same design (i.e., main design) is running. The measured power consumption of the protected design in
test mode indicates that increasing the number of resource consumption leads to the increment of the dynamic power consumption. In this mode, the rate of
increasing power consumption of the small circuit is
higher than the large circuit as it has more unused
LUTs and FFs, which are supposed to be filled to secure the design. The overhead of dynamic power is
from 0.02w to 0.7w which is more than %50 in some
cases. We compare the delay of critical path before
and after step6 in order that less than %1 overhead
was detected in it.
Fig. (5) illustrates the schematic view of the proposed implemention method, which consists of LUTs
and FFs in [10]. Each gate in the chain is implemented by one LUT. After filling all resources of
the FPGA and considering the saved design checkpoints in implementation, in the second phase we can
route insecure points of the main design to the unused ports/Gate-chain. After completing the routing
process, all changes will be saved as a new EDIF file.
Fig. (6) shows the routing of a selected insecure point
in SPI schematic to one of the unused port which is
our suggested method in this paper.
The longest paths are the ones with the longest
delay, which are reported in implementation stage.
We imagined all the modules in all paths have the
same delay for LUTs and logic levels. According to
the desired level of security, we can start with the
paths with higher delay values to secure them and
then move to the faster paths. In each selected path,
we can rout a signal to a pin or instead we can select
several signals as a byte or word and rout them to a
port .

between two or more symbol instance pins in FPGAs.
4.1

Comparison

The difference between our proposed method with
paper [22] and [10] are summarized as follows:
• Paper [22] presented a HTH prevention method
by filling all unused space with fixed and random values, but our proposed method provides
both prevention and detection mechanisms.
• [22] and [10] methods protect the design
against malicious object insertion in unused
resources of the device and cannot be applied
to secure system against other types of attacks,
especially the malicious modification made in
the main design. But in this paper we secure
both unused space and used space against any
HTHs insertion.
• Paper [22] uses a fixed value for dummy cells
(i.e., FFs and LUTs), which are always active.
However, in our proposed method, we inactivate the gate-chains when the main design is in
operation mode, and activate it in secure mode.
• Paper [22] secures the design by manipulating
XDL file but our method adds HDL code to the
main code and uses TCL command which are
more user friendly.
The similarity between our suggested method
with paper [10] and paper [22] is as follows.
• All of the schemes have no effect on the static
power consumption. Our simulation results
in Table (2) confirms this fact. However, our
method has dynamic power consumption overhead during test mode, which is independent
of the main design same as paper [10].
• All mentioned papers can fill all LUTs and FFs
successfully.
• All mentioned papers prevent HTHs insertion
in unused space.

Using TCL command, one of the unused port is
selected, which is defined as "x" as shown in Fig. (6).
The Net in the middle of the selected path is routed
to this defined port. A Net is a logical connection
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Figure 5. Added Gate-chain to design

Figure 6. The insecure point in the main design, which is routed to an unused port

4.2

Attack Analysis

In this paper, we assume that attacker has physical access to FPGA. Therefore, attacker can partially
reconfigure or manipulate bitstream of FPGA. The
proposed method covers all types of HTHs and secures the design against the adversaries who attack
by adding extra gates or changing the type of existing gates. For the unused space, which are filled as
mentioned in [10], our method detects HTHs with
their effect on power consumption, output signature,
or response time. Variation of clock cycles and output signature of Gate-chain can reveal the existence
of the small Trojans; while a large size Trojan can be
detected using all three mentioned parameters. The
security of the Gate-chain can be improved using different kinds of logic gates or adding combinational
logic circuit, nevertheless using just NOT gate is more
straightforward. For securing the used space, sensitive
points of the main design are routed to the ports or
Gate-chain to detect all HTHs that change the functionality of these points. SPI code from IWLS benchmark is used for simulating different attacks and observing the system response. We added a gate-chain
using 4910 FFs and 4910 logic gates with two different implementations. In the first implementation,
Gate-chain is made of only NOT gates; and in the
second implementation, different types of gates are
used. As mentioned before, remaining FFs are consumed with a shift register. To launch a successful
attack, an attacker needs to insert a malicious design stealthily. In addition to the fact that it is hard
and time-consuming for the attacker to reverse engineer the bitstream [24, 25], finding free space with
improved testability is hard. In spite of that, if an
adversary succeeds to attack, three potential HTHs
can be inserted on the main design and Gate-chain:
(1) removal attack, (2) redesign attack in main de-
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sign, and (3) redesign attack in Gate-chain. 1) Removal attack: Changing the time delay between the
input and output response of the Gate-chain can indicate the adversary may omit some FFs or LUTs of
the design. For SPI code in secure mode, this time
delay is 2.13 ms. If an attacker omits 10k FFs from
the shift register, the time delay will decrease to 1.1
ms. The simulation results show that if the attacker
omits 10 number of FFs and LUTs from the Gatechain, the dynamic power will reduce from 0.627 w
to 0.625 w. This shows that variation in power consumption is just useful for large size HTHs and its
accuracy depends on the precision of the measurement tools. The output signature is another parameter for removal attack detection. Simulation results
show that by omitting just one of the AND-gate from
the chain, with a same input data, output signature
changes from 0XE0768 to 0XF0EEC. If Gate-chain is
created just with NOT gate and attacker omits even
number of gates and the related FFs, the output signature will not change. In this case, just delay time or
power consumption alteration can be used to detect
HTHs, which imply that using a complicated Gatechain is more secure than the simple NOT gate chain.
2) Redesign attack in the chain: If an attacker
changes the functionality of the LUTs of the chain,
the generated output signature reveals the attack. To
analyse the effect of redesign attack on Gate chain,
we implemented two designs. In the first design, we
use NOT-chain as a filler cell for more simplicity. In
these chains, as the number of NOT gates are even,
inputs and their corresponding output responses
have the same value. For example, for input 0xAAA,
the output response is the same in secure mode; however, after inserting HTHs, in which one of the NOT
gates is exchanged with an AND gate, the output response changed to 0xFFF. For more security, instead
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of NOT gates, it is better to insert another type of
gates to design a special long sequential circuit. If
any HTHs is inserted in this Gate-chain, it can be
detected by its effect on the signature and delay time
of the chain. In the second design, we use a different
type of gate in Gate-chain including AND, OR and
NOT gates. Simulation result shows that if one of
the AND gates in Gate-chain converts to OR-gate,
for the same stream of inputs, the output alters from
0X0768 to 0X0EEC. According to the simulation
results, we can conclude that any omitting followed
by the inserting of Gate in Gate-chain, even if it
produces the same functionality, can be revealed by
changing in time or power consumption. 3) Redesign
attack on the main design: An attacker can change
the functionality of the low observable/controllable
points by changing the content of the related LUTs
in the main design. The purpose of the attacker is
denial of service or change the functionality of the
system. As all low-testable points are routed to the
unused output ports or to the input of the Gates
of the designed chain, this kind of attacks can be
detected by monitoring the design in test mode. Simulation results show that manipulating the content
of LUT6, which named (data [127]_i_54) in Fig. (6),
changes the functionality of the selected LUT output, which is observable in the output port "x". We
set the content of LUT6 (data[127]_i_54) to zero
for all different inputs. Monitoring port "x" which is
zero for all different input samples of the main design
reveals the attack. As mentioned before, if there is no
free output port, unsecured point in the main design
is routed to a gate in the chain. By injecting logical
proper input to the chain and imposing proper test
vector to the inputs of the main design, the related
response of all zero will be declared in the output
of the chain. Table (3) compares the input and its
response with and without HTHs. In this section,
we reviewed the capability of the proposed method
against hardware Trojan attacks. This attack analysis showed the suggested method in this paper and in
[10] can improve the security of the FPGA against
HTHs that change the functionality of the existing
LUTs and HTHs that add extra gates to the main
design. We also examined the efficiency of the proposed method in terms of dealing with small and
large sized HTHs. Simulation results show our proposed method can detect all of them with analyzing
different output parameters [5].

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed and discussed an efficient
two-phase method to prevent and detect hardware
Trojan insertion. This method detects the HTHs insertion regardless of their size, which are inserted by
functional changing of existing LUTs or adding ex-

Table 3. Output Response and output delay of Circuit in
Secure Mode compared to The Presence of The HTHs
system
response
without
HTH

system
response with type of attack
HTH

2.13ms

1.1ms

Omitting 1000
FFs from Shift
register

0.627w

0.625w

Omitting 10
FFs and gate
from chain

0xE0768

0xF0EEC

Omitting one
gate from
chain

0XAAA

0XFFF

Changing the
type of a gate
from NOT to
AND

0X0768

0X0EEC

Changing the
type of a gate
from AND to
OR

Output x
Changing
Output x fixed
varied with
functionality
to zero with
different
of one LUT in
different input
input
main design

tra circuit. In the first phase, empty spaces on FPGA
are filled with a chain of logic gates and FFs so that
there is no free space for Trojan insertion. If an attack occurred, it would be detected using delay and
power pattern and logical output analysis of Gatechain and shift register. In the second phase, the
proposed scheme improves the testability of the low
observable/controllable points of design by routing
them to the unused ports or one of the gates in the
Gate-chain. Our user-friendly approach to secure the
FPGA has the capability of both detecting and preventing from HTHs insertion in main design and unused space, which cover different categories of HTHs.
Dynamic power overhead of the protected design in
test mode depends on the size of the original circuit
and unused space that must be filled. The proposed
method incurs no power overhead for the main circuits with less than %1 delay overhead which is negligible , and therefore improves the security without
any performance deterioration.
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